Decoding state transitions in hippocampal oscillatory activity in mice.
Understanding the intricate dynamics of the hippocampal neural network, from which several types of neural oscillation rhythms arise, is an important step in uncovering the role of the hippocampus in the formation of memory. The different oscillation types commonly recorded in the hippocampus are thought to correspond to several states of neural network synchronization. Therefore, accurate segmentation and decoding of these underlying states provide useful insight on the rhythms' generation. In this study we use a framework based on Hidden Markov Models, coupled with a nonlinear dynamics method based on the Lempel-Ziv estimator. The method allows us to decode and model the neural state transitions. Network synchronization was induced by acute exposure to cholinergic agonist carbachol and oscillations were recorded from the Cornu Ammonis (CA1) region of the mouse hippocampus. Our results prove that deficits in cholinergic neuro-transmission found in triple transgenic mice (3xTG, as Alzheimer's disease animal model) lead to increased instability in the hippocampal neural network synchronization.